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The purpose of this paper is to apply the seven text ualit y criteria of
Beaugrande and DressIer (1982) to general news reports and examine the
relationship between news anchor comments and news stories. Indirect
quotations in which others' words are transformed into one's own represent the most typical application of intertextuality. Accordingly, an examination of the relat ionship between news articles and anchor comments is
intended to reveal an existence of intertextualit y clearly. Textlinguistics
perceives a news article as a piece of text. The current study makes a contribution to the literature in this area by examining how anchor comments
can be classified and what makes such classifica tion possible.
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1. Introduction
Everyday, virtually identical events are reported by print and broadcast
news. It should be obvious to anyone through a simple comparison of a
day's worth of print, television, and radio news that the same events are
reported differently pursuant to the discrepancies in medium. These discrepancies are determined by whether the report relies entirely on printed
matter or an auditory medium or whether video is added as an ancillary.
What is interesting here, however, is that the same events are not necessarily conveyed identically even if it goes through a single medium. For
example, newspaper A might report one event focusing only on the details of
that event while newspaper B not only presents the details but also
analyzes its causes and lays out forecasts of how it might unfold. The
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same can be said of broadcast. The reason that identical events differ by
medium or by the reporter is because an event goes through the process
of "newsification", and once it does, the news so constructed is not an
event but in fact an interpretation of an event. I )
Today, the view that the news mirrors reality is losing ground to the
claim that what is shown or publicized through the news is not 'reflected'
but 'interpreted'. Ever since journalism studies started distinguishing between
the concepts of 'news' and 'reporting' deviating from the traditional view
that news is 'new information', news has come to be perceived as 'that
which is presented by a reporter in the employ of the media to gain the
attention or pique the interest of readers through a selection of events or
issues which are socially important or attractive to human sensibilities'.2)
After accessing an event through the news media, many believe that the
events have been presented 'as is'. Even in the case of identical media,
however, the text creator selects those possibilities which subconsciously
or otherwise conform to his world and in this regard, no medium is
completely independent from the subjectivity of the text creator. News
above all is not independent enough to purely reflect social phenomena. It
is fo rmed in the context of how a reporter or editorial board perceives a
specific phenomenon, what functions the news corporation serves, what
the political, economical, and social standing of the news corpora tion is at
the time the news was written, and how readers receive the news.
The purpose of this paper is to apply the seven criteria related to
textua lity as postulated by Beallgrande and DressIer (1981) to the general
news and investigate the relation between news anchor comments3) and
news stories.4 ) Seeing that indirect quotation where others' words are
transformed into one's own is the most typical application of intertextuality,S) I believe that the investigation into the relation between news
1) Accordi ng to Kress (1983), such 'interpreted news' must go through several stages of article
structuring before it is complete, and th erein several in herent elements are excised or
di storted; this is called a 'structu ra lized news construction process'.
2) Killl (2002, pp. 13·16) distingu ishes between reporting and news and explains that 'reporting' is an 'act' wherein a reporter ex tracts and presents events or issues, and 'news' is
the objective entit y wh ich is crea ted th rough such an ac t, i.e. th e product.
3) hereinafter 'a nchor comment'
4) IllIertex tua lit y as a hybrid standard betwee n coherence and cohesion is a concept whi ch
encompasses the knowledge that tex t users ha ve of other tex ts in the process of their
creation and acceptance.
5) Koh (1 999, p. 175).
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articles and anchor comments can reveal intertextuality in the clearest
light. Ever since the concept of 'reporting' has been instituted in television,
the role of the 'news reporter', i.e. the anchor, has become the center of
much attention. Therefore, studying how anchor comments which present
an event can be classified and studying what it is that makes such
categorization possible is a task worth the effort in text linguistics which
perceives a news article as a piece of text.

2. Anchor Comments as a Macrostructure
According to Newsom and Wollert, news is defined as that which
people wish to and need to know; and news must have honesty, accuracy,
and fairness as basic qualities.6) These qualities are closely related to the
integrity and competence of the person who is writing the news article.
That is, honesty requires that the reporter truthfully convey the content
of an article and accurately quote the informant. Accuracy implies that
there should be no mistakes from basic orthography to the most abstract
content and fairness requires that the article be unbiased. Therefore,
accuracy tests a reporter's competence and fairness, a reporter's integrity.
Also, news needs to be simple, concise, objective, and interesting.?)
Simplicity and conciseness among these are linguistic aspects. People who
have access to news display a wide-ranging diversity in terms of age,
schooling, and occupation. The composition of news which targets such an
amorphous mass requires simplicity and conciseness. Simple and concise
writing allows fast and comprehensible access. These two characteristics
could be further lumped under the rubric of 'readability' when seen in
terms of understanding a text. The language of television news is mainly
an auditory medium. It could be said in this sense that readability is
irrelevant because the content of an article is not read with the eyes.
Because broadcast language is unilateral and transient, however, it needs
to be easily accessible; and thus readability in broadcast language could
be said to be even more important.
News articles which rely on printed media such as newspapers and those
which rely on spoken media such as television news are different not only in
6) Newsom and Wollert (1985, p.
7) G. F. Mott (1962, pp. SO-56).

n, pp. 32-34).
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terms of the relaying apparatus but also in terms of whether its access is
restricted by time and place and which technologies are implemented.B) Also,
the presenter of the news can only be identical to the creator in the case of
newspapers but television is further set off by the fact that anchors and
reporters exist side by side. In this case, not only are the roles of the two
distinguished, but a power relationship develops between the two.
According to Lee (2002), public communication texts forge a network of
intertextuality through an idiosyncratic method. These texts between themselves display numerous relations of reference and are diversely intertwined
like a net. This network could arise purely through hidden processes or,
according to circumstances, be revealed explicitly. If the field of discussion is
narrowed further to the intertextuality between news composition by
television news writers and news reporters, i.e. between news stories and
anchor comments, the results would be even more salient. This is because
anchor comments are without exception rewrites of an original news article.
Of course, in the case of straight reporting where an anchor simply reads an
original news story, it is impossible to discuss such intertextuality; but in the
case of general news programs where a news article written by a reporter
has been further refined and administered by an anchor for use as an
anchor comment, it is possible to discuss intertextuality on a linguistic level
beca use an explicit process of text rewriting exists in between. 9) Furthermore, Van Dijk termed macrostructure that which consists of simple and
generalized contracted semantic structures that were created by deletion,
eliision, generalization, and structuring of complex and detailed semantic
structures. This chapter will view anchor comments as the macrostructures
of an original news story and will discuss the intertextuality of a news text
through the three ti ers presented by Lee (2002, p. 122): the grammatical tier,
the propositional tier, and the functional ti er. Such work is possible on the
assumption that the semantic macrostructure of a news text is realized in

8) It is possible to use more diverse, advanced technology on television. It is possi ble to LI SI'
computer technology to create dramatic scenes and ENG (Elec tronic News Gathering) to
speedily transmit li ve news.
9) In di sc ussing the relations of intertex tualit y in rewriting through an ind irect rea lizat ion
w here explicit indices exist, Lee (2002, pp. 122-123) pointed Ollt that in order to discover
how much of an original text remain s intac t in a rea li za tion , it is necessary to survey th e
first tex t and related references to compare releva nt, inserted phrases, or in some cases, to
compare the simultaneoll s rew ri tten transforma tions of severa l tex ts. He also posited three
tiers for Jnalyzing rew riting relations in terms of grammar, proposition, and function
wh ich were deri ved from Brin ker's (1992) three language ti ers for analyzing microtex ts.
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the introductory comment by the anchor to each separate news article. In
sum, news headlines or an anchor's introductory comments are created in
the process of a news producer summarizing and presenting a news item's
core elements. The central arguments of a single news text become headlines
and anchor comments through a specialized process of summarization. There
is the possibility, however, that the summarization could be influenced by
subjective factors or distorted because the purpose of news producers is not
to factually summarize the central arguments of a news item but to
emphasize and magnify the elements they regard as important. Therefore, a
single news text is divided into themes which are emphasized and themes
which are boldly discarded through the macrostructure of anchor comments.
This paper will not limit itself to Van Dijk analyses because the analysis
herein differs on two points with his. First, this paper mainly deals with
the spoken language in television news whereas Van Dijk concentrated on
written texts. Second, in addition to linguistic data, visual data as well are
included in the discussion. Television news is an amalgam of vocal expression
and visual expression. Visual expression clarifies the meaning of vocal
expression. However, visual images and linguistic expression do not always
form a close correspondence. It is when slight discrepancies appear between
the two that the purposeful intervention of the journalist may be manifest.
The composition of anchor comments is a two stage process. The reporter
composing the news article attaches his own anchor comment (AMI) above
the head of his own article when he submits the news to headquarters.
After the anchor receives and reads the main article, he may use the comment (AMI) as is or he might revise it according to his viewpoint and use
that (AM2), but it is customary in many cases to revise it somewhat. This
paper aims to compare the main article by the reporter, his anchor comment
(AMI), and final broadcast version by the anchor himself (AM2) and thereby
study the intertextuality between news texts. The following text analyzed in
this paper is from a morning news program at a Korean TV station.
The second chapter is divided largely into two parts. 2.1. compares the
two anchor comments in Table 1 on the premise that they are the
macrostructures of the same text. Here, it can be seen that the macrostructuring rules presented by Van Dijk have been used selectively in the
process of summarizing and recapping the original news story to create
the two different anchor comments, the macrostructure of the news story.
By reviewing which macrostructuring rules bring about certain results
from a semantic and expressionistic viewpoint, we may come closer to
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Table 1. Transcript from SBS Morning General News on Qct. 6, 2003
Herd of Cattle Departs from SeosaIl ... Embarking on a Thousand Mile Great
March (::::!!II +~~ ~'IJ- ·· · t!51~ rl1"'.Pa %cJ-)
To coincide with the departure of the Southern Delegation to the North, 100
head of cattle raised at the Hyundai Seosan Ranch will also be sent to North
Anchor
Korea. The herd will leave Seosan at daw n toda y and will be handed over to
Comment 1 the North this evening. (ol'?:! "J-~'i:t~ ~'IJ-<>II '5l-~1 ~ rl1 A1 ~ 1;'' 'J-<>IIA1 71~ ::::rrll
100 u~ C1.s:. ~~~£ .!;l.. tl1 ~ y q. ::::!!II i:- .2.~ AH~ Ai ~% ~'IJ-~H .2.~ "1"1 ~~<>II 1:1
tg-1] yq.)
Title

To coincide with the event, 100 head of cattle raised at the Seosan Ranch will
also go to North Korea. Cattle going North might remind you of the first '98
event when the now deceased chairman Joo-young Chung personally drove the
Anchor
cattle up but this is in fact already the fourth time. Sangbum Lim reports. (01'?:!
Comment 2
15~ -"}oj] '5l-W1 A1 ~1;''''J-<>II A1 71~ ::::rrll lOO u~ C1.s:. ~ ~ <>II ~y q. ::::rrll "Ht~'i'l 2 "'a
"r~ ~VJ-° I ~1i %2 %~} :uti "I'd 98\'! ~ <l~A~7~ u1.2.5.A1 ~'8'-yq'i'l- -"~~ °l'?:!°l
1';1 .\\1 Lll '?:! ~ 'ilyq. o,JAJ-';!j 7I A~ 'ily q.)
(1) Yet dark, Seosan Ranch is bustling with the hustle of putting cattle in
trucks. (<>1%01 7~~~ AW1;''''J- 01 ::::~ 7.~<>I1 {li:- ~'iI~£ ::::i(l-i}y q .)
(2) The clueless cattle stampede about and hany the workers. ( ~-lt% £.si:- ::::
~-€:- °1C1 A
1C1 %(;j qy oj 'il-¥-~~
ElI %yq.)
(3) After an hour of difficult work, the task is fillished. ( ~ AI 'tl-?1 ~ <S-0l ~ ~
-€:- !fl<>ll°]: ~7i~ ~'il01 oPi- C1~'8'- y q.)
(4) The ranch hands' hearts are heavy having raised the herd like their own
offspring. (;zI~0! A~.q7.Hj ~!49-ti 1;''''J- "H:!~~ o~ %-€:- *cH j{{)-i}yq. )
(5) (Soonshin Moon/Seosan Ranch Breeder: I feel sad to raise them and then
send them off, but if they're healthy over there and breed well, we couldn 't
be happierl ( -It'i?WA1~1;''''J- -"~~A : "l§i~ol *1 7~"'12 "-fAJ- .!;l..'i!l q Y7J~ o} ~
~ ~.s:. ~"'I°J- ::J.~<>II 7}A1 7,:!7Jt}2 liol ,?:!"'1tI2 t l>;'! "l§i~-€:- "}'if0l 'ij;lii.}
(6) The 'Cattle to the North' project which began in '98 is now in its fourth
term, and 100 head of cattle on 11 trucks have embarked on a thousand mile
grand march. (;z]'d 98\:1 AI~~ ' ::::rrll 'jJ-~'-€:- 0l'?:!0l 4,?:!'l'H£ 100-'¥-2.] ::::7} §.iZj
Main
ll qj<>lj ~(;j 'll~~ I:H"'J;zj<>l! %5f'8'-yq.J
Report
(7) (Dongsam Ki m/ Seosan Ranch Feeder: We selected and quaran tined the
healthiest and fastest growing cows to send.l ({l%WAi ~1;''''J- A}li'ff~- : '(:!7J
t}2 ).,VJ- ~'it° l ~-€:- ::::~ ~~~H {l91% ~o}-tj q%<>I1 .!;l..~yq. }
(8) Among the 100, 90 are female and a considerable portion have been
insemi nated and are expected to bear offspring soon. (ol'?:!<>Ij .!;l..t.\j;zli:- :::: 100
-'¥- 7~~1:1j 90-'¥-i:- ~:;;!0 1 2 01 7}~t:ll ).J't'T'-7~ 01 0 1 'T'-1j3!j-A,J% u}O<] ~ AH7J1~ 7~
11 ~~£ "I1).J1Jyq.)
(9) The herd which left Seosan Ranch at 4 am will traverse the Seohae-an
Highway and Jayu Road, undergo a brief admission process at Panmunjum
and directly ride the Kyeong-ouiseon land route. ( AH~ 4AI<>I1 -"W1;''''J-% ~~
~ ::::!!IIi:- -"N'i'l-24r.s:.£~ A}*£~ 7-]7;1 ¥!--lt~<>IIA1 ;j-'i:t~ 'T'-4r% 7-J-tj !fl ~"'J
lil~~ -&-£~ sj-lll 1Jyq.)
(l0) Respecting the wishes of the now deceased chairman Joo-young Chung,
Hyundai Asan which organized the cattle donation event will present the
herd to the North in Gaeseong. (2 789-OJ §]"'J-~ ~% 71C171 ~~H 0l'?:! :::: 71
~"&A}~ D~ 'i'l~ ~qlo} ~~-€:- 7H)..1<>l1-"1 ::::!!II ~ ~~ojl 1:1'iti}yq.)
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identifying the true nature of anchor comments. This will be expanded
upon and put into practice in Chapter 3, where the anchor comments will
be categorized. In 2.2., I will investigate the intertextuality between the
broadcast anchor comment (AM2) and the original news story along the
three tiers presented in Lee (2002).
2.1. Two Types of Anchor Comment
The two comments, <AMI> and <AM2>, display a difference in selective
principle. Whereas <AMI> focuses on summarizing the main points of the
original, <AM2> first presents fragmented information and then goes over
the contents which are not evident in the original but which viewers
might not know very well. To see how much of the original each
comment retains, I shall recapitulate the two and enumerate the relevant
sentences from the news.

(1) <AMI>
CD To coincide with the departure of the Southern Delegation to the
North, 100 head of cattle raised at the Hyundai Seosan Ranch will
also be sent to North Korea. (01'8. <lJ*1C!".9.1 ~~<>ll ~<}~ "?B. tl1 ).i{} ~
AJ<>ll)'i 71~ 5:. Uil 100 o}c1 £ *~.Q.£ .!i!.1-1BJyq.)- (1) (6)
(2) The herd will leave Seosan at dawn today and will be handed over
to the North this evening. (5:.u:J11=" ..2..~ ;.B1:!J .kl {}~ ~~i5B ..2..~ Ai ~
*~<>ll ~~{ly q.) - (9) (l0)
(1') <AM2>
CD To coincide with the event, 100 head of cattle raised at the Seosan
Ranch will also go to North Korea. (01'8. "8~),}<>l1 ~<}~ "?B. I:J1 ),i ~-'5AJ <>ll
),i 71~ 5:. Uil 100 o}c1s:. *~<>ll 7,J-yq.) - (1)
(2) Cattle going North might remind you of the first '98 event when
the now deceased chairman Joo-yolmg Chung personally drove the
cattle up but this is in fact already the fourth time. Sangbum Lim
reports. (5:. Uil <lJ* "b"} l?:! j1 Aa9-"d ~ AJo l ~1l ~j1 {} 7-1'd 98\1 ~ "8~
),} 7} u:i..2..E.),1~7-1'il ),}~

01'8. 01 ~M1 1.-11 '8.'l<,)lyq.) - (6)

Whereas <AMI> contains four sentences from the main story, <AM2>
has only two. In the sense that <AMI> focuses on relaying as much of the
information as possible from the news story compared to <AM2>, <AMI> is
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a better macrostructure of the news story. But the essence of anchor
comments lies not only in passing on information. Anchors must present
accurate information concisely and interestingly if possible. They must
furthermore be able to grab the attention of the viewer by piquing their
curiosity and bringing to their attention what has not been focused upon
so that the viewer can pay attention to the news story with heightened
curiosity. This is why the news story is not simply summarized but
tweaked to grab attentions and heighten curiosity. This is the reason
<AMI> is revised to <AM2>.
Let us compare the aspect of expression in the two comments. The two
sentences in <AMI> are all in the passive voice. Even though the focus
should be on the cattle, the subjects in both sentences are unspecific
nouns (Hyundai or the Southern Delegate) wh ich could have been left
out. Conversely, both sentences in <AM2> are in the active voice. In the
first sentence, the '100 head of cattle' are active agents who 'go north'
making the viewer feel as if he were at the scene, and the second
sentence hooks the viewer into the topic (Cattle going North might
remind you... ) and tickles his curiosity. Saying, 'this is in fact already the
fourth time,' makes the viewer think, 'Has it already been that long?'
Especially, using the adverbial expressions 'in fact' and 'already' is a device
which reveals the intent of the anchor to reveal new information on the
premise that the viewer would not know such a fact.
Next, let us look at the length of the sentence. In the original Korean,
the first se ntence in <AMI> is 38 syllables and the second is 25, which
even considering the pauses does not exceed the standard 50 syllable
length of a sentence in broadcasting. On the other hand, the first sentence
in <AM2> is 30 syllables in the original Korean and is quite normal
whereas the second is quite long at 53 syllables. Nevertheless, the sentence
has changed from a simple factual representation to a moment where the
anchor empathizes with the viewer and the relative boredom is offset.
If <AMI> is an instance of focus on generaliza tion, <AM2> is an instance
of focus on deletion and ellision. It can thus be seen in these two instances
how an application of the rules of macrostructuring can transform a base
tex t to a macrostructure.
2.2. Intertextuality between Anchor Comments and News Stories
This section will focus on the aspect of rewriting a news story and
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study how the anchor comments presented above have been rewritten
from a news story. Seongman Lee has analyzed intertextuality on the tiers
of grammar, proposition, and function.lO) I shall present how the rewrite
was done in Table 2 and investigate each aspect.
Table 2. Macrostructure(AM2) and News Story
Macrostructure
(AM2)
Title: Herd of
Cattle Departs from
Seosan... Embarking
on a Thousand
Mile Great March
(:t llll "'W~~ '"
tl c.] .:Q qj "'J ;<a %4)
CD To coincide
with the event, 100
head of cattle
raised at the
Seosan Ranch will
also go to North
Korea. (0 1Iti <l~ '" } 011
'4'*1 ~ qj
"1 ~1dfoI) "'1 7')-&-

:tllll 100 o}c.]£
-5l- ~oI) {fL-j et.)
~ Cattle going
North might
remind you of the
first '98 event
when the now
deceased chairman
Joo·young Chung
personally drove
the cattle up but
this is in fact
already the fourth
time. Sangbum Lim
reports. (~'rcg
~ "'J o l 3111 %Jl z)
7-1'd: 98';::! '3l -o~"'} 7 }
cri .2..s '"I~ 7-1'1l +~
°llti °l ~,;(i 1il
1ti ~ L-jet.

News Story

On Screen

(1) Yet dark, Seosan Ranch is bustling with the Subtitle: 3

hustle of putting cattle in trucks. (oHi·cl 7}~~ A-I
;'<}oIl {)~ 3J-'fl~.£ :t'i:!-~L-j et.)
(2) The clueless cattle stampede about and harry the
workers. ( cg~% £.s~ :t~.g. °1c.] A1c.] %31etyuj
~1f;<Jol :t~

~.!f-~91 °H~

Ell %YL}.)

(3) After an hour of difficult work, the task is
finished. ( ~ A]z} 'it'?! l1cJ0I ~ ~.g. '?joIlof ~ 7~-&
3J-'fl 01 0}Jj'-c.] 1.l!ifL-j et.)
(4) The ranch hands' hearts are heavy baving raised
the herd like their own offspring. (;<Ii}'5! 7-}~ ;'<1 ~
~!i!}'rg 1f"'J 31~~91 o}%.g. * 41 .3}~~yet.)
(6) The 'Cattle to the North' project which began in
'98 is now in its fourth term, and 100 bead of
cattle on 11 trucks have embarked on a thousand
mile grand march. (7-) 'd: 98';::! "13J-B ':tll\\ tlJ-5l-'.g.
01Iti 01 41ti O'H.£ 100.!f-91 :t7 } E. ~ 11 qj oIl 1131 tl Wd
qj "JAaoIl %~if y et.)
(8) Among the 100, 90 are female and a considerable
portion have been inseminated and are expected
to bear offspring soon. (olltioIl !i!.417-I~ :t 100.!f7}-& ri\ 90.!f-~ 'i:l-~oI Jl 01 7}-&ri\ J.J~4- 7 } 0)0\ 4;<aJl};<a% o};'<j ~ AH77\~ 7}'§l ~~.£ "I1J.Hj y et.)
(9) The herd which left Seosan Ranch at 4 a.m. will
traverse the Seohae-an Highway and Jayu Road,
undergo a brief admission process at Panmunjum
and directly ride the Kyeong-ouiseon land route.*
(AH t!l 4AloJI "'W 1f"H: ~~~ :tll\Fc "'i -oH'?lJl4i-£
.£<t) 7-}*.£~ 7l;'<j {j-~~oIl"'i z}tl- ~ 4-4i-% 7l~ ~I
-E"J 78 91 ~ *.£ ~ Ej-71) ~ yet.)
(10) Respecting the wishes of the now deceased
chairman Joo-young Chung, Hyundai Asan which
organized the ca ttle donation event will present
the herd to the Nortb in Gaeseong. (Jl ;<a 'rcg ~
"J 91 ~% 71c.]7) ~5H °llti :t 7 1 %-oN~ 0H! ~ ~
qj o}~~.g. 7HJ.a oJI "'1 :tlln -5l-~oJI ~~~ y et.)

10) Lee (2002, pp. 122-126).

a.m. today at
Seosan
Ranch
Stampeding
Cattle

Departing
trucks
Frame of
cattle at the
ranch and
the
corrspondent

Motorcade of
trucks in the
dark

Banner
reading
<Cattle for
Peace> on
truck
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Rewriting on a grammatical tier means comparing the rewritten sentence
to related expressions in the original for alterations in grammatical structure,
then identifying how that change has come about. The changes in grammatical structure which should be noted can be classified into lexicosemantic change and syntactic change. Lexico-semantic change is observed
through the insertion, deletion, or replacement of words or phrases and
syntactic change is observed through structural change or transition
between noun phrases and verb phrases.
Sentence CD, '100 head of cattle... will also be sent to North Korea' is an
amalgam and rewrite of (1), (9), and (10) from the news story. The
lexico-semantic change can be seen in the replacement of '100 head of
cattle ... will also be sent to North Korea' for 'Seosan Ranch is bustling with
the hustle of putting cattle in trucks.', 'left Seosan Ranch at 4 a.m. will
traverse the Seohae-an Highway and Jayu Road', 'present the herd ... in
Gaeseong'. Also, the expression 'cattle raised at the Hyundai Seosan Ranch'
is a macrostructure resulting from a process of deletion and compression
of (1), (2), (3), (4), and (8). Next, news story sentence (6) which was
compressed to macrostructure CV is a rewrite at the propositional tier. This
sentence which states that the catt le embarked on a long trip on buses
headed north has changed in the macrostructure to imply that it contains
new information. This shifts the focus from the 'cattle' to the 'event' and
the sentence no longer simply conveys information but is aware of the
viewer. In a sense, there has been a change in the judgement of the proposition, and this means that changes on the grammatical, propositional
tier brought about a change on the functional level.
Though the realization of subjects has already been discussed above, it
is worth noting that only sentences (2), (6), and (9) have the cattle as
subject but '100 head of cattle' becomes the subject in macrostructure CD,
displaying an intent to reorganize the structure. III It could be interpreted
as an attempt by the speaker to obscure 'Hyundai' which is the real agent
shipping the cattle by installing 'cattle', the thematic patient, as the grammatical subject. This is further verified by the reporter's use of the phrase
'Cattle to the North'.
When rewriting through implementation of various compression techniques on a grammatical level and deletion of many related words, many

III In

2.1., I ha ve di sc ussed the selection of subjects w hile comparing <AMI> and <AM2>.
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parallel structures in a continuous speech act are converted to subordinated internal structure; the complex sentence in CD, 'raised at the
Hyundai Seosan Ranch', is an example of this phenomenon.

3. The Classification of Anchor Comments
To critically analyze a media text, there must be a preceding understanding of the social conventions concerning the medium. 12) The social
conventions in this case encompass institutional, social, and cultural aspects
and even power relations and ideology. Moreover, when analyzing news
texts, an understanding of its context is a prerequisite. Furthermore, an in
depth look into the function of anchor comments which derive from a
news story is necessary. The anchor comments do not exist simply to
introduce the news. A presenter of news, i.e. the anchor, must not only be
able to accurately and concisely summarize the contents of a news story
in a sentence, but must also be able to include elements which will grab
the attention of the viewer; only then is he acting in his full capacity as
an anchor. Therefore, the qUalities of a good anchor can be summarized
as accurate, concise, interesting, curiosity piquing, and fact broaching. In
addition, anchor comments must differ according to the nature of the
news program, e.g. when morning news programs require more concise
anchor comments compared to evening news programs due to the fact
that morning viewers are more pressed for time.
I shall layout a tentative categorization of anchor comments based on
comments from the Dec. 3, 2003 evening news by the three public TV
networks in Korea.
3.1. Fact Reporting
This type is an anchor comment characterized by its accuracy and
conciseness and focuses on reporting the facts. It is mostly used as
commentary in hard news such as political issues. Some examples are
below.
CD President Roh has revealed his plan to deploy troops to Iraq without

12) In the second chapter of his book, Fairciough (1995) presents a comprehensive survey of
the approaches to media dialogue.
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delay. It is hoped that assembl y approval will be obtained within the
month. ( .'r:.T~ t:11~rso l ol2.}3. n]-~lll~% ;<.l ;;~l ~o l 4'{)W ~~ !ft~ir
ye}. ol '@: ~oJl -c -:r:-~.Q.j %.Q.j1;t:Ot}ll};<.l o}TC1.£1 7 l ~ 7lr:J1 "8"}2 ~J:j~f Ye}. )
(KBS)
(2) Starting next year, property taxes on apartments and tenement
houses will be assessed according to standard real estate values
compiled by the National Tax Service and not area. Property taxes
might increase nearly seven-fold for some apartments in the Kangnam
area of Seoul. (O}n]-E L.} ~'%lT~.Q.j 7H{!-'\~1 7} 1-l1\1.lj!-E.1-c ~-3j0 l opd -:r:-'\~l
;<a 7 1 ~Al 7}oJl ate} 7J.AH1 Yg.. .Ai % 7c:f'tf ~.lj!- o}n]-:§..Q.j 7,H - ;<H{!- '\~1 7 } ;iJ
2 711H ll};<.l 'il Ac:f~ Y e}.) (MBC)
® On International Day of Disabled Persons as designated by the UN,
approximately 50 disabled persons affil iated with the Coalition for
the Mobility of the Disabled occupied roads around Namyou ng
station and staged a demonstration. They chained their wheelchairs
together demanding an expansion of their right to mobilit y for 50
minutes before being dispersed by the police. (UN 01 ~ ~ '\~11l1 .AJ-°H'il
.Q.j ~.% ~o} .AJ-0H'il 01%.:rJ. ~t:11 ~4;=- .AJ-°H'il ~ 50 oj~0 1 .2..~ ';;!- .A' % 'tf
~~ .lj!--2" :Ot}£..~ ~71~ ~H .Al.!f.l ~ ~~ir Ye}. ° l ~.g. 5:.£.. ~*J(toJl .Ai tl
;(~l Oi ~ ±lA}~£.. *2 .AJ-°H'il °l%~ ~.5l.. %% RT"8"}e} 50~ 'i!oJl 7d~ oJl
.Q.j3"H 3"H~ ~1i'-Y g..) (SBS)
3.2. Teaser
This category does not summarize and recap the body of a news articl e.
By giving a sentence which hints at a problem or by not giving the
answer to the problem, it makes the viewer obliga ted to wa tch the
ensuing news to ob tain information. It uses phrases such as 'the reality is
bad', 'the obstacles are not few', 'what sort of disease', 'it is onl y right fo r
us to question why they targeted our workers' to pique the curiosit y of
the viewer. Here are a few exampl es.
CD The reality is much worse for the Philippine company Cielo Internati onal, which was suppli ed the workers from Omu Electroni cs to
send to Bagdad. Special Correspondent In young Kim visited th e
company in Manila. (.2..T~7 l £...lj!-E.1 'ilEl ~ .:g.ir~o} tI}.:::z.g.£oJl .!il_';Il ~
C1~.Q.j ~£..'il E.11-l1A~ 'i:l. ~ A } ~.Q.. A}.AaOl
1f}1:l'~Ye}. {l'il~ ~n} ~o l o}
~2.}£.. 0 1 ~A}~ ~o } ~ir Yc}.) (KBS)
CZl As compensation beca me more difficult, Omu Electroni cs got into a

c,
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tight fix. Omu Electronics is prepared to compensate even with
private funds but the obstacles are not few. Sooyoung Jung reports.
( !+~AJ 0]%171] ~ AJ ~O ] ~~"6H ?-] \,!!.i .2..Jf-~7]~0 ] ~~:::'::C1-& ~ ;;<J 01] HH}
~'8'- yq.. .2..Jf-~7 ] ~.g- "'} AH ~ ~oH 4s:. ~AJ"5"} 3;l) q.-c ~ ;;<Jo ] ?-] '?l- ~ifl%
0] ~!f- 7}?-]7} o}\lYq.. ;;<cl"i"~ 7 ] ?-}~ ~s:. ~yq.) (KBS).
A certain certificate being issued by Korean-Chinese churches to
Korean-Chinese is stirring controversy. Korean-Chinese are queueing
up before dawn in the belief that this certificate will exempt them
from law enforcement but the Korean Ministry of Justice says
differently. Kyeongho Lee reports how this is so. ( ~{j~ ill .§:j 7} .B..'6'%~ %'¥'~O1] 711 ~if"6H 9-J1.. ~-c ~%~ %"i'l!.i 7} ~~ 71c.j 7} ~ J1.. ~'8'- y
q.. %~ %.¥.~ 2. 0] %'?l- ~..2..\'! 1J4f01]!.i A-1] 91 -8q.-c ~%..2..~ AH~ .!f- E.1
~% !.i J1.. ~?-]'i! ~Jf-.!f-~ O~ 7 ] -c q.* yet. 0i~71] et-e-?-] 0 ] 7c:l~ 7] ;Z}~y
et.) (KBS)
A single rat ca used a blackout in 21 buildings in Yeouido this morning.
("f'l ~ n}c.j !IJl if-01] .2.. ~ .2..~ oj~s:. ~ cJ1 ~~ 21*01] ;;<cl~5:%o] ~ 0i ~'8'
yet.) (KBS).
It has been revealed that this incident was executed after careful
planning by Iraqi resistance forces. It is only right for us to question
why they targeted our workers. (o]Jti "'};;:!.g- 0]43. ;Z1 "5J A1]?;j~0 ] ~;z1
~ !.} ~ 11] ~ g Al].!f-J1.. ;zr~. Xi%o ] £C1;J-'8'- yet. .=z.%1et\'! 0]%2. Q]1 .!f- 2.j
-2-~;Z}~% x5;i.gll} o]tg ~if-0] ~ "i"!1·foJl ~'8'- yet.) (MBC)
The so-called killer flu which originated in North America last
month and left 18 dead has spread to Asia. This means that even our
country is no longer safe. Youngin Ahn reports on w hat sort of
disease this is. ( ;z]'d- ~ -5}- 0];z]Q:j 01]"'i A]<Q·£11 1 8 "i'l~ !.}uJ;z}~ ';)l 0]-e- 1:l}, --;t
'i:l &~o ] O}A]O} ?-] Q:jll}?-] Jti ~'8'- y et. .!f- 2.jy.2.}s:. 'i:l- ~?-]cJ1 7 } o}y4-c o~
7]'i:l t:l] s:. cJ1 ;<-1] 0iI£l ~~ 'i:l ;z] 'i:l-~ 'i:l 7];Z}7} ~"6H £1:l yet.) (SBS)

3.3. Emotional Projection
Most often employed to report non-political soft news compared with
hard news, this type is used to display the emotions of the anchor and
maintain a rapport with the viewer. Expressions of emotion such as
'horrible', 'twisted ', 'innocent', 'just think', 'unbelievable' are often used.
CD For those of you enjoy going fishing alone at night, it would be best
if you knew that terrible things like this can happen. A gang has
been caught that killed and robbed a night fisherman and then
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buried him off. (.«.] {l :£oj],Ai y-~~ WWA] ~ "8"H=- -ll!:--§-'<:' 0] ~
7,is:. ~q.;::- 3i g cP,1ct59.'9'-Yet. WWA] ~% {[~H ~ !f] oj] ~%%

SOWOll

:g-~~
HH~ ')(-.:il

A}
A]

~% ~ 1JH :AJ~ ~t:J-C ] {f~'9'-Yet.) (KBS)
CZ) There is a particularly twisted kind of lady who gets inside houses

by tricking grade schoolers that she's a friend of their mother's and
steals things. Think of the shock that these innocent children must
go through. ( :1:'g~.ill. ~-'~-§-oj] 71] 'flu} ~T c}.:il 4i'0].:il ~C] ~oj] -§- oj 7}
Ai {}7{} .A}o]oj] %7,i% .:g:.~7 }';::- *!8 C}%0}7} ~'9'-Yet. ;?{l~ c} c]-§-o]
~o}y- ~Zj% ~711 ~7J}.B...) (MBC)
® The unbelievable has happened. Security devices and CCTV's are
being installed in our rural areas as well. It's because cows and goats
are being stolen from stables. ( %.Q.~ 7]~~ ~'fl Yet. ~c.] -i'f~ojl s:. l2.
«}:AJ7"<l!il- .!f-~ 7}u11c} 7} A,;l7"<l 50].:il
.:il ~ 7 1 IIil ~'fl Yet.) (M BC)

~'9'-Yet. ~Aoj1 ~.;::-

:±.9.} ~.::t:~ .:g:.~7}

3.4. Sit-Back-And-Watch
Often consisting of just two sentences, this type is characterized by
summarizing an incident in the first sentence and sitting back to watch
how it will unfold in the next sentence.
CD Our nation's team, which seemed to be on a roll by beating Germany
at the World Youth Championship, lost by a hair to Paraguay. This
makes the remaining match with the U.s. even more burdensome.
(-'11111 5<a:±'\1 cJ1~oj1 Ai ~~% % c.]~ 7 1 A11 ~ %5j,~ ~c.] Y·2.}7} TI]·c}J!}°loj1
c}~ 711 ~'9'-Y et. 'cl..g. 0] ~:i!}9.j 7cJ7]7} If-'§-::: ~ 71] ~'9'- yet.) (SBS)
CZ) It is now four days since stri ct regulation against Cheongyecheon

street stalls has begun. The endless cat-and-mouse chase goes on and
on wi th no solution in sight. (A-1% ~111 ~ .':r.-1JAJoj] cJ1~H cJ1cJ1.3j~ 1i3:4i'
cl Al-3.j--¥:! A]

Y-~-¥l]'flyet.

.':r.-1JAJ:il.}

B4i'J;I}~ -§- 9.j

*.:il *71';::- %M}%ol

'?1

~ 11]4i'~

¥ ~H ~~o] l2.° 1 ~ 'Ci'9'-yet.) (SBS)
® The issuance of convert ible bonds through which Keonhee Lee,
Chairman of Samsung, transfe rred manageme nt rights to son Jaeyong
Lee was unveiled to have been illegal by state prosecutors. The act
of issuance itself might be voided. ({[Acl 0]7,i§.1 ~:AJ9.j c].-§- AH% M17}
A}{)/-J

..::::I~%

:AJQ.j-"8"}71] !8

oj1t8~£ ~·BA5<ll ~"Eo1 .3jJtl~ ~~}~ 7-1~lAl

'Ci~etJl 7,:l~c1 ~l~'9'-yet. ~~A5<ll ~"E

et.) (MBe)

;;z}5<11 7} .!f-:R7} ~ "T'-s:. ~'9'-y
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3.5. Cause Explaining
This type lays out the facts in the first sentence and looks into the
causes in the next sentence.
CD Property taxes might rise by as much as 600010 for expensive apartments
in Seoul's Kangnam district next year. It's because assessment will be
based on market value and not area. (4l 'd-¥-El )'H- 7J-'J~] ~9.j .J::?7}O}
.IT} s -c- ~~ -8-).1]7} ~.J::? 711~ lJ}~] .2- ~ ~~£. 5!. 'il Y t:}. -¥-.JJ.\- 7] ~O ] 'i':l.~ oJVl
A] 7 }£' ~2.}~] 7] trJl~'ilyt:}.) (KBS)
(2) The circumstances of Omu Electronics employees as they were attacked
are slowly being uncovered. It has been confirmed that they were
shot at by a car going the same way while driving at 70 to 80 km / h
along the highway. The same as happened to the Japanese diplomats
the day before. (.2....!f-{"17] ~~%9.j TIl1i'- ~),] Aa~ol £clY-.J::? ~1i'-yt:}.
.J::?4i'-5:.£.~ 7, 80 km9.j 4i'-5:.£. ~ C-]t:}7} ~.g. llJ-<>J~£. ~C-]g ~}rJ:~£.-¥
El %21 ~ ~::. ~~£. ~'il~1i'-yt:}. tl}£. "8"}~ {"i '€l.~ .2-jllif:l-~oj ~~g
AJ-~.JJ.\- ~i£~y C]-.) (KBS)
(ID People who go fishing alone at night had better be carefuL A gang
roving about sparsely populated fishing grounds, robbing and murdering fishermen have been apprehended by the police. (4l 1;:1. -¥-El ),1
-& 7J-'J~] ~ 9.j .J::?7}O}JIj-s-c- ~~{}- J,11 7} ~.J::? 7tlR 7J}~1 .2..~ ~~£. ..It'ilyt:}.
-¥-.JJ.\-7]~0] 'i':l.~oJ]),l A] 7}£. ~ 2-}~] 7] trJl ~ 'ilyt:}.) (SBS)
3.6. Issue Broaching
One sentence in this type is allotted to reporting the incident or facts
and the other broaches the problems that could arise due to the incident.
CD Not a day goes by without a violent incident in the military. This
time, a non-commissioned officer has committed suicide through
self-immolation after suffering the verbal harrassment of a superior.
( ~ rJ1 4l .If~o ] ?io] ~ ?J-.J::? 9)1i'- yt:}. o]1{i oJ]-c- AJ B-~}£.-¥-El ~1l.JJ.\- .If~
oJ] A] ~C-]g "8"}),}7} ~--8,A}1f~1i'-yt:}.) (SBS)
(2) Again today, there was a clash between Cheongyecheon street stall
operators and enforcement personneL But the municipal authorities
were nowhere to be seen. (.2.. ~ 5:. 7<a 7l]{loJl Ai ;;<J),}~ "5}2;j -c- .'r.1j AJ~.JJ.\
°l ~ "-l-~2;j-c- t!4i=-~ ),}o]oJ] %%0] ~Ol~~yt:}. "5}~1 ~ ~;;<J- :J.. OlT:1oJ]..s:.
'B-~ A]7<ao jy- T7<a ~~~.g. 5!.°1 ~] ?J-~%yt:}.) (MBC)
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3.7. Hybrid
This type does not fit into any of the categories above but is a mixture
of two of more categories. CD is an example of 'sit-back-and-watch + cause
explaining' and CZl is an 'issue broaching + cause explaining' hybrid'. ® is
an example of 'sit-back-and-watch + teaser'.
CD In addition to the combat situation in Iraq looking bleak, it seems
that the political schedule in Iraq will not go according to American
plans. It is because of the Shiites, the largest religious sect. (0143. ~
~s:. l:l l ~-3:j~J:ll cxj 71c.} pl~o l ~s:."6"}i::- J:l1 £ 0143. ;;<a.:7.1 ~ ;;<ao l ~i5~~ 7 1
s:. ojC;j % -?;:!.Q..£ .!i!.'iJYc.}. ~J:l1 7l1~ , Alo}IIj- lfrl:}l uJl -li-'iJ Yc.}.) (MBC)
CZl The obstacles are many for the disabled living in Korea. It doesn't get
much different inside the home. In this special UN International Day
of Disabled Persons report, we look into movements aiming to
improve the living environment of the disabled. (-9-<:1 t..}c.}oJl A}i::- ;<J
O~~%2. 01~711 ~Jt:!0l ~!f- 7};>:17} o}';:lyc.}. ~oJ1Ai s:. o}%7};>:1'iJYc.}. .2.
~ UNol ;;<a~ All 711;<Jo~ ~~ 'ig ~o} ;<Jo~~ -% ~ 9- 7-l~ 7cl g 7~ {!"6"}C;ji::
~pl <;J~ %~'il% ~~ll~~ Y c.}.) (MBC)
® There is someone who is no doubt highly concerned about the
revote on the Special Counsel Bill in the National Assembly. That
someone is Grand National Party chairman Byungyul Choe, who is
fasting in protest at the moment. Correspondent Eungkyu Kim
reports on what he has gained and wha t he has lost through the
hunger strike. (1..J1 ~ ~~ ~7a ~0 ~ll ~~ ~!f-.:L!. .:L!.~ojl ijij} ~ AHtol <;J
%Y c.}. tI}£ tl-61 'F ~ ~l ~ ~ ~t..}4~ J:l1 lE'iJ Y c.}. 01 Jti t:!--61.Q..£ 'i:).g. -?;:!
3!.} ~J.g. -5!.g. 1f-'3i~;>:1 7,:J%T!- 71::<}71· .!i!.s:.i)-yc.}.) (KBS)

4. Conclusion
I have studied the relati on between anchor comments in Korean
television news and the original news story implementing Van Dij k's
concept of macrostructures, and have attempted a preliminary ca tegorization
of anchor comments. It would have been more desirable to have discussed
the intertextuality of news texts by comparing news texts of differen t
media and relevant articles which cannot be categorized as news, but this
paper limited itself to the relation between anchor comments and news
texts as a ten tative investigation into what possibilities there may be. Now
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knowing what there is, a future study could explore the intertextuality of
journalist writing on wider grounds with less trepidation.
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